
Top Luxury Cruises
Your Guide To

IN EUROPE
Leisurely River Cruises and Sun-Splashed Mediterranean Voyages

P U R A  V I D A  V A C A T I O N S . C O M



Imagine yourself at a private wine-tasting with a seasoned sommelier at Heidelberg
Castle. Or attending a gala concert and lavish dinner at the Last Palace in St. Petersburg.
On our more than 300 Distinctive Voyage sailings, you’ll not only enjoy unforgettable
moments such as these, but also be treated to the services of a Distinctive Voyages Host,
an exclusive amenity and a private welcome reception. 

When you choose Pura Vida Vacations to
arrange your cruise, you’ll be treated to a
singular, spectacular experience. We strive
to enhance your voyage, making it a time
when the focus is on you and your
enjoyment of a new destination. What
does that mean? For you, that takes the
form of complimentary amenities you’ll
find nowhere else, immersive shore visits
with knowledgeable local guides and the
security of knowing that Pura Vida is there
to take care of every detail.

Aboard our Culinary Collection departures on premium and luxury cruise lines, food and
wine enthusiasts celebrate a world of epicurean delights with demonstrations by world-
renowned chefs, cooking classes onboard, wine and spirit tastings and decadent meals
focused on regional cuisine. 

P U R A  V I D A  V A C A T I O N S . C O M

Welcome to Your Next-Level Cruise Experience 

Allow us to grant you exclusive group space on hundreds of voyages on leading cruise
lines - whether you’re dreaming of a river cruise, ocean cruise or even a world cruise.
We’ll arrange the special perks, from a shipboard credit to use as you wish, to free
specialty restaurant meals and wine to prepaid gratuities at no extra cost. 

Intrigued? Ready to be pampered? We’d love to hear from you. Contact us today at
laurie@puravidavacations.com or +1(289) 812-2112.

Fondly, 
Laurie 

mailto:laurie@puravidavacations.com
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AMAWATERWAYS

Elegantly appointed staterooms and suites

Spacious suites aboard the new AmaMagna

Twin balconies to provide the best views

Four unique dining venues

An onboard cinema

An expansive Zen Wellness Studio 

Why Should I Choose AmaWaterways?

Spacious River-Cruise Ships 

AmaWaterways welcomes approximately 156 guests aboard each of its award-

winning ships, fewer than on most traditional river-cruise vessels. Within this intimate

setting with like-minded guests, you’ll enjoy:

The Heart of the River

With 19 years on the world’s most ravishing rivers, a wide range of innovative amenities and

world-class service, AmaWaterways boasts an award-winning, modern luxury river-cruise

experience in Europe. 
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WIDE VARIETY OF
EXCURSIONS

Walking tours for gentle, regular, and active-minded guests

Guided hikes and bike rides

Culinary-themed Special Interest Tours, such as cooking demos and wine tastings 

Sightseeing in grand European capitals and charming villages with a local, English-

speaking guide

Guests are treated to a carefully curated menu of included shore excursions that

canvas a multitude of interests and activity levels. Throughout your cruise, you’ll have

access to:
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WHERE CAN I SAIL?

You love wine (the Douro Valley is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and oldest

demarcated wine region in the world)

You enjoy hiking and gentle walking through vineyards, olives groves, and idyllic

villages and up to iconic viewpoints like Casal de Loivos

You want to visit charming towns and villages 

You’re a foodie (northern Portugal is famous for is bacalhau - salt cod - roasted

suckling pig, octopus salad, cheese, and charcuterie)

You’re a birder (look for more than 170 bird species along the Douro, from the black

stork to the golden eagle)

The Douro 

You’ll love it if:

AmaWaterways allows an authentic immersion into the very heart of Europe, on the

continent’s most storied waterways. Many of AmaWaterways’ most memorable

voyages are available on the Douro, Rhine, and Danube rivers. Here’s why you’ll love

each of these rivers:  
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You’re a history buff, thanks to the Rhine’s location in four countries and showcasing

about 1,000 years of European heritage

You love architecture (the Rhine boasts countless cathedrals and castles, from the

Strasbourg Cathedral to Heidelberg Castle)

You’re a fan of Riesling (the hallmark of the Rudesheim valley)

You also love beer (Cologne is the birthplace of the light, fruity kolsch pale ale)

You crave nature (the majestic Rhine River Gorge brims with castles, fortresses, and

ruins for 40 miles)

The Rhine

You’ll love it if: 

You want wine tastings in the Wachau, one of Austria’s best-known wine-producing

area

You’re a classical music fan (visit the former homes of Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert,

and more)

You’re a shutterbug (the views along the Danube River won’t disappoint, from the

grand old cities to the tiny villages tucked into forested hills)

You seek variety (choose the Upper Danube for history, culture, and cuisine in

Germany, Austria, Slovakia, and Hungary, or the Lower Danube for fascinating, lesser-

known towns in Hungary, Romania, Croatia, Serbia, and Bulgaria)

You’re a first-time river cruiser (the Danube hits many of Europe’s top destinations, all

in one vacation) 

The Danube 

You’ll love it if:
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TAUCK

A Danube River cruise with exclusive local dance performances with an Emmy

Award-winning host

River cruising to Europe’s magical Christmas markets on the Rhine and Danube 

An art-lovers cruise to enjoy the masterpieces and muses of Matisse, Monet, and

Cezanne on the Rhone and Saone

Autumn Along the Rhine, perfect for experiencing Oktoberfest

Musical Magic Along the Danube, following n the footsteps of Mozart, Beethoven,

Bartok, and more.

Why Should I Choose Tauck?

A Cruise for Every Guest 

From honeymooning couples to like-minded solo travelers to retirees with the freedom

and flexibility to explore Europe, Tauck riverboats welcome every travel personality.

Discover Europe’s fascinating history and its rich arts, culture, and dining scenes. Every

style of traveler finds good value, high quality, and distinctive experiences with Tauck.

Consider these themed river cruises in Europe - this is just the beginning: 

A Destination-Inspired Experience

When you’re seeking the very best, consider Tauck, consistently ranked as one of the

top river-cruising companies sailing Europe’s waterways. Their emphasis on authentic

immersion in your destination ensures a personal connection with the culture and

people you meet along the way. 
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WIDE VARIETY OF
EXCURSIONS

Gala dinners in private palaces, castles, and chateaux (perhaps an imperial evening

at a palace in Vienna)

Private wine tastings at family-owned vineyards near Pinhao in Portugal’s Douro

River Valley wine country

Exclusive musical performances featuring Mozart, Chopin, and Liszt in the venues

that inspired their masterpieces

Presentations by noted chefs, local historians, and artists

Chocolate and pastry tastings and visiting a famous Lyon epicurean market along

the Rhone 

Tauck’s commitment to a destination-inspired experience lends itself to unforgettable

shore excursions - all included and often not available to other travelers to the region.

Plus, you’ll have the insight and security of a Tauck Director and local guide, providing

persona, thoughtful service at every turn. Among these exclusive, carefully curated

moments are: 
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WHERE CAN I SAIL?

You like the sound of private wine tastings in quintas along the river (or perhaps a

private dinner with wine pairings at a Douro Valley wine estate)

You keep a bucket list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites (there are seven along the

Douro in Spain and Portugal)

You’d like to explore Madrid with its bar culture and Baroque architectures, and Lisbon,

full of enticing palaces and azulejos

 You like to bike (cycle through Vinho Verde wine country)

You’re a budding mixologist (learn to make your own port wine cocktails)

The Douro 

You’ll love it if:

In the company of like-minded guests aboard one of Tauck’s custom-designed

riverboats, you’ll have the opportunity to explore the Rhine, Danube, and Douro rivers, as

well as many other storied European waterways. No matter where you choose to sail,

you’ll be ensconced in first-class luxury, with all the amenities of a top-flight hotel, from

exquisite interior design in your accommodations and throughout the ship, to fine

continental dining. Here’s why you’ll love the rivers Tauck sails: 
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You’re a foodie who might enjoy a private, family-style, farm-to-table dinner in the

countryside 

You fall for romantic scenery (you’ll love the historic castles and winelands of the

Upper Middle Rhine Valley)

You want to impress your teenagers (how about a private medieval evening with

dinner at a historic moated castle, the Burg Satzvey)

You’re a Francophile (become “French for a Day” and learn to make fondue and

chocolate while enjoying a French language lesson)

You love mountain views (ride the world’s highest cogwheel train to take in a

dramatic Swiss Alps vista)

The Rhine

You’ll love it if: 

You’re a bit of a fashionista and would love a private imperial evening and gala

dinner at a Viennese palace

You’re a gourmet (savor a private aperitif and dinner at Prague’s Lobkowicz Palace)

You’re a reader, who would love a special tour of Prague’s Baroque libraries

You’re an oenophile (spend a day in Austria’s renowned Wachau Valley with a wine-

tasting event in the village of Weissenkirchen)

You’re a history buff (sightsee in Passau or the medieval Cesky Krumlov in the Czech

Republic)

The Danube 

You’ll love it if:
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SCENIC

A range of dining options onboard with all-inclusive beverages

Services of an experienced butler

Carefully curated pillow menu

Laundry concierge service

Wide variety of shore excursion choices

Enrichment experiences

Onboard entertainment

All gratuities

Exclusive Tailormade app to enhance your Europe river-cruise itinerary

Complimentary Wi-Fi 

Why Should I Choose Scenic?

The Details that Make a Difference

Scenic understands that you have spent hours contemplating and planning for your

river cruise. Their small-ship, river-cruising experiences are designed to appreciate this

forethought and build on it, giving you confidence in your vacation and the realization

that you are in the best hands. Among the all-inclusive perks that set Scenic apart:

Discover the All-Inclusive Difference

Scenic prides itself on providing an intimate river-cruise experience with impeccable

service, inviting hospitality, world-class dining, and a truly all-inclusive setting. The

difference is in the details, drawing upon their 35 years of innovative luxury river

cruising.
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FREECHOICE
EXCURSIONS

Active: For those who want to explore further, perhaps on a longer all-day excursion

or a bike ride

Moderate: Excursions at a comfortable walking pace to maximize the beautiful city

centers you’ll visit 

Relaxed: A slower sightseeing pace to take in museums, castles, thermal baths or a

canal cruise 

What you feel like doing on your cruise may vary from day to day, so Scenic Freechoice

activities were designed to embrace this, allowing you to choose active, moderate, or

relaxed excursions, depending on how you’re feeling. Options are categorized as:
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WHERE CAN I SAIL?

You’re an architecture enthusiast (particularly the Ducal Palace and Entre-os-Rios) 

You love to explore fascinating cities, including Lisbon, Porto, and Salamanca 

You’re a history buff (don’t miss Cao Valley Museum, Pochincho, and the Douro

Museum and Regua)

You’re a wine-lover (enjoy private tastings in Quinta da Aveleda and Portogardens

and Giverny)

The Douro 

You’ll love it if:

From the distinguished Danube, where once sailed ancient Greeks and the Roman

Empire, to the romantic Rhine, with its spectacular gorge and castle-lined riverbanks, to

the Douro, flowing from Spain across the northern Portuguese countryside to showcase

the beauty and wine-growing heritage of the region, Scenic offers the best of Europe’s

rivers, culture, nature, art, cuisine and more. Here’s why you’ll love their choices: 
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You love Grand Cru (visit the Zotzenberg, the only Grand Cru vineyard in Alscae) 

You adore museums (don’t miss the Black Forest Open Air Museum in Breisach)

You’re a cyclist (enjoy a guided bike tour of Colmar, France, which its interesting

French and German background)

You’re a classical music connoisseur (treat yourself to a private concert inside the

Baroque Palace of Rastatt in Germany)

You’re a romantic who loves castles, including the hilltop Marksburg Castle and

Prussian stronghold, Ehrenbreitstein Fortress 

The Rhine

You’ll love it if: 

You want to explore European capitals, from Vienna to Budapest

You want to discover the muses of Beethoven, Brahms, Haydn, Liszt and Strauss

You love a good spa day (visit the indulgent thermal baths of Budapest)

You can’t get enough history (visit the Benedictine Abbey in Melk from the 11th

century)

You’re a beer lover (sample a dozen styles of beer at one of the world’s oldest

monastic breweries, Weltenburg Abbey)

You can’t resist a Christmas market (enjoy some of the best along the Danube, from

Nuremberg to Salzburg

The Danube 

You’ll love it if:
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REGENT SEVEN SEAS

Roundtrip business-class air on intercontinental flights

Roundtrip air on domestic flights 

Unlimited shore excursions

Two- or three-night land programs

One-night pre-cruise hotel package

Unlimited beverages

Open bars and lounges

Pre-paid gratuities

Specialty restaurant dining

Transfers between airport and ship

Unlimited Wi-Fi

Valet laundry service 

Why Should I Choose Regent Seven Seas Cruises?

Thoughtful Inclusions

For those seeking an upscale Mediterranean cruise experience, Regent’s two-for-one

all-inclusive fares feature complimentary:

illuminating the Wonders of the Mediterranean 

In a land of more than 2,500 years of history, the limitless imagination of Gaudi, Italian

food and culture, and disarmingly gorgeous Greek Isles, Regent Seven Seas Cruises has

curated magnificent voyages of discovery. From the Amalfi coast to Ephesus, savor the

romance of the Mediterranean. 
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UNLIMITED SHORE
EXCURSIONS

Cuisine and wine

History

Ancestry

UNESCO World Heritage Sites 

Regent Choice Shore Excursions (fee-based, but allow for even more in-depth,

expertly guided adventures)

Visits to castles and ancient ruins 

Shopping

The sky’s the limit on the shore excursions you’ll experience throughout the

Mediterranean with Regent. Designed to delve deeper into each destination’s culture

and history. Choose from a variety of themes, including:
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WHERE CAN I SAIL?

You love shopping (Trieste, Italy, is full of designer clothing boutiques and shops with

everything from fruit to antiques)

You dream of Rome, from climbing the tower of the Sistine Chapel to spending hours

at St. Peter’s Basilica

Italy

You’ll love it if:

Regent Seven Seas Cruises glides into hidden coves and cosmopolitan cities of the

Mediterranean, awing guests with the region’s beauty and culture from the lavender

fields of Provence to the Roman ruins of Croatia. Here’s what you can expect: 

You adore the beach (head for the secret sandy spots of Corfu to feel like you’ve

discovered your own private paradise)

You’re a history buff with eyes on Athens, from the Acropolis and Parthenon to the

Archaeological Museum 

Greece

You’ll love it if: 
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You’re a Gaudi fan (spend a day in Barcelona admiring the Sagrada Familia, Park

Güell, and Casa Mila)

You’re a romantic with eyes for Mallorca, where you’ll find bustling nightlife, sleepy

villages, and a breathtaking Gothic cathedral

Spain

You’ll love it if:

You’re a history buff who longs to explore Dubrovnik’s World Heritage Old City, marble-

paved squares, and steep cobblestone streets 

You want to combine culture and natural beauty (don’t miss stunning Plitvice National

Park and architecture that spans the ages in Zadar) 

You’re awed by architecture (visit Valletta’s impressive Mosta Dome, seen from

anywhere on the storied island

You’re fascinated by archaeology (tour archaeological digs in Rabat, once part of the

Roman city of Melita)

You’d love to visit the Alfama and learn of its Moorish ambiance and stroll the street of

the Bairro Alto in Lisbon

You long for the beach (don’t miss Portimão, known for its golden-sand beaches set

next to soaring cliffs)

Croatia

You’ll love it if:

Malta

You’ll love it if:

Portugal 

You’ll love it if:
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OCEANIA CRUISES

All meals, with open seating in as many as six gourmet restaurants 

Nightly entertainment

24-hour room service

Unlimited soft drinks, bottled water, cappuccino, espresso, teas, and juices

Shuttle service from ship to city center in most ports of call

Artist Loft enrichment center programs

Unlimited access to Canyon Ranch SpaClub® private Spa Terrace

24-hour butler service in all suites

Gratuities

Taxes and fees

Why Should I Choose Oceania Cruises?

Valuable, All-Inclusive Amenities

Virtually everything is included in your Oceania Cruises fare. No more guesswork or

figuring out what’s what on your final bill. With amenities like these all part of your

voyage, the costs are easier to control and the indulgences feel like a treat: 

Discover the Tastes and Treasures of the Mediterranean 

With small-ship style and intimacy and ultimate in personal service, Oceania Cruises

strives to enhance your Mediterranean cruise experience. With designer furnishings,

custom-chosen artwork, the Aquamar Spa + Vitality Center and some of the most

highly lauded cuisine available on a cruise ship, guests are ensconced in the comforts

of home - and then some. 
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LOCALLY INSPIRED
EXCURSIONS

Overnight and extended stays in many ports

A blend of popular stops, boutique ports, and seaside villages

Variety of shore excursions aimed at culture, history, adventure, and cuisine

Cocktails, dinner ashore, or full-day excursions with evening departures on most

voyages 

Why rush when you’re visiting a brand-new place? With Oceania, you’ll experience

award-winning, destination-intensive itineraries with an array of Go Local Tours. You can

expect:
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WHERE CAN I SAIL?

You love to cook (take a cooking lesson in Sorrento or learn to make pizzas as the

Neapolitans do in Naples)

You enjoy ancient history (spend a day in Sicily near Mount Etna, in the lovely hill

towns and old Catania) 

Italy

You’ll love it if:

From the capital cities of the Mediterranean to its enticing hidden ports, Oceania unveils

the treasures of the region. With insightful, well-researched itineraries and shore

excursions that deliver you directly into the heart of your destination, you’ll come away

with a life-long appreciation for the magical Med. 

You’ve been to Athens but wish to go deeper (visit the Temple of Poseidon’s

remaining Doric column beside the Aegean Sea, then have lunch at the renowned

Attica restaurant)

You dream of the Greek Isles (explore enchanting Oia, browse for handpainted

ceramics, and taste island wines on Santorini)

Greece

You’ll love it if: 
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You run for the sun (visit exclusive Marbella and Puerto Banus on the Costa del Sol)

You’re a cheese connoisseur (Alicante awaits, with a private visit and tasting at a

small family-run dairy farm specializing in goats’ milk cheeses)

You adore boating (be whisked by hydrofoil to the delightful island of Havar, with its

exceptional beauty and numerous historical monuments) 

You crave authentic experiences (pass over Dubrovnik for Split to enjoy excellent

Dalmatian food, a Romanesque ambiance, and a buzzy city vibe)

You want to meet the locals (meet the villages of Valletta and watch as they bake

flaky pastries, extract salt from the sea and weave carpets) 

You want to explore under-the-radar destinations (admire Mdina’s Baroque

Cathedral of Saint Paul and observe local artisans at the Ta’ Qali Handicrafts Village)

Your favorite books are history books (learn the stories of historic Obidos on a guided

walking tour)

You’re an artist at heart (visit Lisbon’s National Azulejo Museum to observe the

centuries-old art of tile-making)

Spain

You’ll love it if:

Croatia

You’ll love it if:

Malta

You’ll love it if:

Portugal 

You’ll love it if:
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CELEBRITY CRUISES

Enriching destination visits, with overnight and multi-night port stays on many

itineraries

Detailed design through all mid-size ships, with luxurious, spacious

accommodations

Parabolic UltrabowSM, designed to slice more efficiently through the water 

Industry-first Magic Carpet®, a cantilevered, floating platform above the sea

featuring seating, a full bar, and space for live music performances 

Unrivaled service, by staff from more than 50 diverse cultures offering personalized,

genuine, and knowledgeable assistance 

Wellness offerings, from F45 fitness classes and Peloton® cycling to destination-

inspired spa treatments at The Spa and SEA Thermal Suite 

Why Should I Choose Celebrity Cruises?

Revolutionary Details and Amenities

Predictability is not a word in the Celebrity Cruises language. With immersive itineraries

and a new standard for luxury at sea, their destination experience is simple, beautiful,

and imaginative. Here’s why: 

Celebrating the History, Culture, and Romance of the Mediterranean

When you sail with Celebrity Cruises, you’re invited to go beyond your expectations and

expand your horizons. Aboard impeccably designed ships, with exquisite cuisine and

immersive shore experiences, Celebrity offers The World at Your Service. 
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CULINARY
ADVENTURES

Up to a dozen specialty restaurants

Several bars, lounges, and clubs 

Select Dining - you choose when you dine and with whom

Locally sourced and inspired cuisine

Le Voyage by Daniel Boulud, his first signature restaurant at sea

Fine Cut Steakhouse for fresh, premium meats and seafood

Eden Restaurant, inspired by regions Celebrity visits, from Carabineros shrimp from

Spain to Mediterranean bass with olives, peppers, lemon, and sea salt 

Le Grand Bistro for casual French cuisine 

Rooftop Garden Grill & Restaurants for backyard BBQ 

Raw on 5 for seafood ranging from lobster and sashimi to oysters and sushi 

With Michelin-starred chefs Cornelius Gallagher and Daniel Boulud at the helm in the

dining room, Celebrity Cruises boasts an incredible array of tastes throughout its

restaurants. Here’s what you can look forward to:
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WHERE CAN I SAIL?

You love to sightsee, but don’t like crowds (join an early-riser, exclusive visit to Doge’s

Palace in Venice before it opens to the public) 

You’re a foodie (visit the ancient village of Ostuni, “The White Town,” and a nearby

farm to see how the region’s celebrate olive oil is produced)

Italy

You’ll love it if:

Celebrity Cruises has designed its Mediterranean voyages to showcase the art, history,

natural wonders, and fine cuisine of the region. Whether you’re dreaming of the

Acropolis in Athens, the wines of Portugal, or the history-lined canals of Venice, their

array of Mediterranean-based cruises checks all the boxes. 

You want to go off the beaten path (take a walking history tour of Hydra, taste locally

made almond cookies, and visit the 17th-century Cathedral of the Assumption of the

Virgin Mary) 

You’re an ancient history buff (visit Vergina, one of Greece’s most important

archaeological sites, and gain insight into the Macedonian Kingdom)

Greece

You’ll love it if: 
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You want to go in-depth in Barcelona (visit Casa Mila and Casa Batllo near the

Passeig de Gracia Boulevard, tour the Sagrada Familia, and enjoy time shopping and

dining at your own pace)

You love to hike (enjoy a nature trek through Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve, one of

northern Spain's most diverse landscapes, followed by a delicious Basque lunch)

You’re a Game of Thrones fan (venture to many of the sites where the award-winning

show was filmed in Dubrovnik, including Pile Square and Fort of Lovrijenac)

You’re a sailor (set out to sea on a catamaran to relaxing beaches on Lokrum Island,

Lapad Bay) 

You like a full day (journey to three cities in one day from Valletta - Cospicua,

Vittoriosa, and Senglea to see knights’ palaces, historic churches, and traditional

fishing harbors)

You always seek out nature (visit the breathtaking Blue Grotto and its incredible rock

and cave formations on a scenic boat ride)

You want to go beyond Lisbon (visit the picturesque, ancient towns of Cascais and

Sintra, drive along the River Tagus and pass through fashionable Estoril)

You want to discover the religious pilgrimage site of Fatima, where you can learn the

legends of this famous village as you explore at your leisure 

Spain

You’ll love it if:

Croatia

You’ll love it if:

Malta

You’ll love it if:

Portugal 

You’ll love it if:
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We specialize in curating and designing
exciting cruise experiences. To get started,

schedule your free consultation today. 
 

R E A D Y  T O  S T A R T  P L A N N I N G
Y O U R  D R E A M  T R I P ?

SCHEDULE  A  CHAT!

PURA  V IDA  VACAT IONS . COM

©  Pura Vida Vacations | All Rights Reserved

https://calendly.com/la-johnson/15min

